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UGLY DUCKLING WINES
EXCLUSIVE TASTINGS | $2.00 EACH TASTING
SPARKLING CHARDONNAY 2015
This wine is pale straw with a smooth persistent bead and displays lifted notes of melon and
citrus. A lively and persistent mousse precedes a palate which is crisp and lively, displaying
white peach, citrus and granny-smith apples.
G | $10

B | $37

SPARKLING SHIRAZ 2016
A classic Swan Valley Shiraz, rich and full bodied with a long, velvety finish.
A deep red colour, it is multi layered on the palate with plum, chocolate, peppers and spice
with black currants and oak on the nose. Already aged and its structure and richness will allow
continued development over many more years.
G | $11

B | $40

RESERVE SHIRAZ 2015
A classic Swan Valley Shiraz, rich and full bodied with a long finish. Deep red in colour, it
combines classic plum, chocolate, peppers and spice with black currants and oak on the nose.
Very drinkable now, its structure and
richness will allow continued development over many years.
G | $10

B | $36

LIQUEUR SHIRAZ
This wine is deep crimson red with aromas of Christmas pudding, stewed fruits of ripe plums
and cherries. The palate is rich and concentrated sweet plum and mulberry fruits with
seamlessly integrated spirit and fine grainy tannins carrying through to a warm lingering
finish. It is an example of what the Swan Valley does best and will continue to
improve for many years to come.
G (80ml) | $15 B | $60

NOT AVAILABLE FOR TASTINGS
SHIRAZ 2007
B | $55

GOLD CHARDONNAY 2009
B | $35
*Please note our 10% discount does not apply to purchases consumed at the cellar door
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UGLY DUCKLING WINES
FOUR COMPLIMENTARY TASTINGS
CHARDONNAY 2010 (OAKED)

ROSÉ 2018

Peach and nectarine combine with aromas of
hazelnut and oak. A fresh, crisp and full palate
leads to a long, crisp and round finish.

This wine has lifted strawberries and cream
with hints of raspberry on the nose. It displays
vibrant and delicate notes of strawberry and
dark cherry on the palate that create a fruit
forward style with a crisp balanced finish

G | $9

B | $26

CHARDONNAY 2018 (UNOAKED)
Lifted tropical fruit, honey and mandarin on the
nose. It has a rich and slightly sweet palate, with a
round, yet crisp finish.
G | $8

B | $24

CHENIN BLANC 2018
A dry and refreshing Chenin Blanc showing
characters of Granny Smith apple and citrus
with a long crisp finish.
G | $8 B | $24

RESERVE VERDELHO 2017
Fresh and lively with aromas of mango and
tropical fruits. Some barrel contact adds spice,
complexity and subtle texture. With some mid
palate sweetness, it finishes long, crisp and
refreshing.
G | $9

B | $30

SUMMER DUCK
This wine has apple, honey and tropical fruits
on the nose. It displays a vibrant, sweet palate
with a smooth lingering finish.
G | $8

B | $24

LATE HARVEST VIOGNIER
Made from sun drenched Viognier grapes, this
wine exudes great texture and sweetness. Ripe
apricot and tropical fruit flavours are balanced
with a crispness on the finish.
B | $23

G | $8

B | $24

BUBBLE DUCK
A fresh and vibrant sparkling style. Perfumed
aromas of musk lead into a slightly sweet, yet
crisp style. Enjoy chilled as a young wine.
G | $9

B | $28

SWEET DUCK
A sweet red wine, jam packed full of ripe forest
fruits with rich, furry tannins. Serve chilled.
G | $9

B | $25

RED DUCK
A classic Western Australian non-vintage blended
red of Cabernet, Shiraz and Merlot. Very
approachable with characteristics of each variety
discernible with none dominating
G | $9

B | $26

SHIRAZ 2018
This wine is vibrant purple with cherries and
plums on the nose. It has generous sweet fruit
upfront, with dark forest fruit flavours. Soft
and fine tannins add to this generous style. Will
reward short to medium term cellaring.
G | $9

B | $28

